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Several departments looking for new faculty members
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_________________
Seven departments in the
college and three programs in
the conservatory are looking
to hire new faculty for either
next year or the following one.
Search committees have been
active in seeking out candi
dates to fill positions in the
Spanish, economics, chem
istry,
physics,
theater,
English,
and
education
departments. The conservato
ry is looking to hire faculty in
violin, music history, and
music theory.
The hiring process is simi
lar in all departments. A
department will place an ad
in one or more journals, and
will usually receive between
50 and 200 applications. The
applications are reviewed,
and about 10 to 30 applicants
are interviewed on the tele
phone or at a convention.
Three to five finalists are then
invited to campus for a more
in-depth interview day.
A finalist's visit to campus

uusually
s u a lly cconsists
o n sists of
o f meetings
m e e tin g s
with department faculty, the
Dean ooff the Faculty Brian
Rosenberg, and President
Richard Warch. Finalists give
talks about their specialty,
and often teach a class—
either simulated or real.
Students usually get a chance
to interact with the candi
dates at a meal.
Candidates are evaluated
on the strength of their schol
arship, their skill in teaching,
and how they will benefit the
Lawrence
community.
Particularly important to
most departments is a candi
date's comfort—or even bet
ter, familiarity—with liberal
arts education.
The Spanish department
has the most at stake in this
year's hiring process. The
department has been without
a chair this year because all of
its members in tenure-track
positions are still untenured.
Consequently, they have been
looking to hire someone who
will step right into a tenured
position and become chair of
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Povolny speaker anticipates changing
relationships among nations
by

Je ff P e y to n

---------------- S ta f f W r ite r

Robert Pastor was the
fourth speaker in Lawrence’s
Povolny lecture series. His
talk, entitled "Will the 21st
Be the Century of the
Americas?" addressed the
changing economic and polit
ical relationships among the
thirty-four nations in North
and South America, and what
the implications of those
changes will be in the future.
Like each of the previous
lecturers in the series, Pastor
has impeccable credentials.
Currently a professor of polit
ical science at Emory
University, Pastor was for
merly a director of Latin
American and Caribbean
Affairs on the National
Security Council and has
advised
each
of
the
Democratic presidents since
1976. He is the author of over
200 articles and twelve books
including his most recent
work "A Century’s Journey:
How the Great Powers Shape
the World."
Pastor answers the lec
ture title’s self-posed ques
tion with a hearty yes. The
premise for this assertion is

Pastor’s belief that the world
is dividing into three pan
regions, the first in Europe,
represented by the European
Union, the second in Asia, led
by Japan, and he believes
that in the coming decades, a
third such trade region will
join it, the Americas.
The basis for Pastor’s pre
diction of a future union lies
in recent developments in
Latin and South America.
These nations, which have
long been perceived as being
both politically and economi
cally unstable, are changing.
Countries once ruled by dic
tators are, Pastor notes,
presently
democratizing:
these new governments are
making efforts toward stabil
ity and economic develop
ment. Pastor believes that
the U.S. should seize the
opportunity to foster those
changes by creating closer
trade and political relations
in the area. Politically, Pastor
notes, the U.S. is divided on
this point since support could
be expensive without imme
diate benefits to the U.S.
Opponents
argue
th at
although the advantages are
clear for South and Latin
American countries (which
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The search
conducted U O m i t l l t t e e
The
search was
was conducted
by the Dean of the Faculty
©
office to take a burden off act
ing co-chairs Professor of East
Asian languages and cultures
we value understanding dif
Jane Yang and German
C a m e ro n K ra m lic h &
ference.”
Professor Ruth Lanouette.
___________ S t u a r t S c h m i t t
All changes proposed
Dean Rosenberg, Assistant
Last March, the univer will represent the work and
Dean Eilene Hoft-March, and
French
Professor
Judy sity formed a committee thoughts of many people at
of our university. Stoneking
Sarnecki conducted inter composed of Dean
views
at
the
Modern Faculty Brian Rosenberg, said the proposal will be a
Language Association (MLA) several faculty members, clear reflection of our insti
and two students to assess tution, and “if a new
convention in December.
According to Yang, there the appropriateness of the General Education require
of
General ment is passed by faculty, it
are three tenure-track posi system
tions in the department, and Education Requirem ents. will include some of the
one is vacant. In order to fill 1 The process began over a things th a t we say th a t we
the third with a tenured facul year ago w ith discussion value as an institution.”
What is clear is th a t the
ty member, the search com about how to improve
mittee looked for someone Lawrence and continued changes discussed by the
with considerable experience. until the committee was curriculum committee have
Yang said that finding a per formed third term of last the potential to alter acade
mic life at Lawrence. Any
son with a specific field of year.
The cu rren t system of change will be more of a
study was “not as important
as finding someone who would general education require refinem ent to the current
be able to give leadership to ments is considered to be system rath er than a whole
the department.” She said quite old. Adopted in 1985, sale rew riting of the general
they were looking for a gener the current set of require education requirem ents.
has
adequately
alist—someone who can teach ments
The committee is consid
continued HIRING page 2 served a generation of stu  ering a system where the
dents. As the university has new general
education
changed over the past fif requirem ents specify skills
teen years the curriculum th a t a class will teach,
committee feels th at it is ra th e r th an having the
increasingly im portant for requirem ents outlined by
the curriculum to reflect a departm ent. The skills
would benefit greatly from more intellectually diverse include w riting, speaking,
greater U.S. market expo- , community. According to quantitative thinking, and
sure), the U.S. has little to committee member and study of a non-Western culgain.
Physics professor Matthew
continued CURRICULUM
Pastor disagrees, pointing Stoneking, “As a university ___________________ page 8
out that the U.S. would also
stand to gain if closer trade
and political relationships
were forged with its Southern
neighbors. These benefits
include increased security
due to good relations,
increased trade, and a more
coordinated effort to limit the
drug problem. Pastor, howev
er, also disagrees with the
premise of such a complaint,
believing th at it would be
shortsighted for the U.S. to
commit itself only to short
term profit, thus ignoring the
opportunity to achieve long
term greater good.
A great advocate for closer
relations, Pastor believes
that this third and newest of
the World’s pan-regions could
be forged with markets as the
backbone, and with a combi
nation of democracy and cul
tural diversity as the heart. If
such a bond were formed,
Pastor predicts th at the
David M. Oshinsky, Professor of History at Rutgers Umveristy, is set to give a
twenty-first century will
lecture on the McCarthy Years on Tuesday Feb. 15 at 4 30 p.m. in Wriston
indeed be the century of the
Auditorium
Americas.
p hoto courtesy o f PuMic Affairs
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FRIDAY, FEB. 11
10 aon.
M W C
Swimming
and Diving
Championships; Rec Center.
7 p.m.
Hockey
vs.
Vlarian College; Appleton
family Ice Center.
SATURDAY, FEB. 12
10 aon.
M W C
Swimming
and Diving
Championships; Rec Center.
2 pan.
Women’s bas
ketball vs. Ripon College;
Alexander Gym.
4 p.m.
Men’s basket
ball vs.
Ripon College;
Alexander Gym.
7:30 p.m. Hockey
vs.
Vlarian College; Appleton
amily Ice Center.
SUNDAY, FEB. 13
9 a.m.
M W C
Swimming
and Diving
Championships; Rec Center.
1:30 pan.
B jorklunden
2000 Music Series: Cello Studio
recital; Bjorklunden, Baileys
Harbor.
MONDAY FEB. 14
7 pan.
Folk dancing;
Memorial Union.
7 pan.
L a w re n c e
University Looks at the Year
2000 and Beyond—Another
American Century? lecture
series: "New Global Capitalism
and Its Challenge to America’s
Hegemony," Walter LaFeber,
Marie IJjj>derhill Noll Professor
of History and Steven Weiss
Presidential Teaching Fellow
Cornell University, Main Ha
109.
8 p.m.
S t u d e n
recital: Reid Kajikawa, bas
soon; Harper Hall.
9 p.m.
Freedom to
Vlarry
Day
Celebration
Riverview
Lounge and
Coffeehouse Admission $3.
9:30 pan. Monday Night
Jazz; Coffeehouse.
TUESDAY, FEB. 15
4:30 pan. Phi
Beta
Kappa
Visiting
Scholar
Lecture: "The McCarthy Years
Revisited,"David
Oshinsky,
professor of history, Rutgers
University, Wriston auditori
um.
7:30 and 10 pan.
Classic Film Club: From Here
to Eternity, Wriston auditori
um.
8 p.m.
Open mike
Coffeehouse.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16
8 p.m.
Video presen
tation in conjunction with
exhibit Claiming Title: Nice
Colored Girls and Heaven
films by Australian artist
Tracey Moffatt; Wriston audito
rium.
8 pan.
Open
Your
Eyes to: Feminism panel dis
cussion; Coffeehouse.
8 pan.
Horn Studio
recital; Harper Hall.
THURSDAY, FEB. 17
11:10 aon. World Music
Lecture Series: "The Music o:
India," Shri Sandrip Burman
tabla, John Wubbenhorest
Bansuri flute; Harper Hall.
4:15 pan.
Main
Ha
Forum: "Plundering the Past:
continued on page 6

HIRING: departments filling
vacancies
venes a student panel that,
like the faculty search com
mittee, also evaluates candi
a wide range of classes.
Yang said that, in addition dates. This year, the panel is
to placing advertisements, the co-chaired by seniors Jim
search committee solicited Moran and Carrie Stoffel.
According to Blackwell,
individuals for the position.
the
panel meets just before
Many possible applicants for
the
faculty
search committee
such a position may not have
and
makes
its recommenda
a job search on their minds,
tions.
The
faculty
committee
she said. The search for a
then
takes
the
student
rec
Spanish professor is nearly
ommendations
into
consider
done and the results will be
announced shortly. Yang said ation. Blackwell says the stu
“the future looks very bright” dent input is "absolutely crit
ical to the process."
for the department.
Downstairs from the
The economics department
chemists,
the physics depart
is also engaged in a search for
ment
js
also
looking for one
new faculty. According to
new
faculty
member.
Unlike
Professor James Dana, chair
chemistry,
however,
they
are
of the department, they are
seeking
a
one-year
replace
currently in the decision-mak
ing stage of the hiring process. ment for when Professor
But they are still uncertain if David Cook takes a sabbati
they want to extend offers for cal. Cook said the faculty
one or two positions in the member may be offered
department, both of which renewal for a second year if
Professor
John
would be tenure-track.
Both Dana and Professor Brandenberger chooses to
Corry Azzi plan to retire at take a sabbatical then.
Cook said that the depart
the end of next year. Usually
departments fill positions ment does not have any pref
after they are vacated, but the erence for a certain specialty,
economics department con since "anyone trained as a
cluded that it would be wise to physicist can teach at the
have at least one new faculty undergraduate level. The
member while the senior fac department started evaluat
ing applications on Feb. 1
ulty members are still here.
Out of 270 initial applica and plans to invite three
tions and 31 follow-up inter finalists to campus before the
views, the department consid end of the term.
Also looking for a one-year
ered three finalists for an
assistant (junior) professor replacement is the theater
position and two finalists for department, which will lose
an associate professor posi Professor Richmond Frielund
tion. The search committee to the London Study Center
will recommend one of each for the 2000-2001 academic
to Dean Rosenberg for hiring. year.
With «nore long-term
The dean will decide if he
wants to hire an associate planning ahead of them, the
professor or an assistant pro English department is seek
ing to fill two tenure-track
fessor, or both.
The economics depart positions for the 2001-2002
ment does not have a narrow academic year. According to
focus for the new professor’s department chair Professor
specialty. Dana said that they Bertrand Goldgar, one will be
need to be very open because a position in Shakespeare
so many faculty will be leav and renaissance literature.
ing the department in a short The other will likely be in
time. But, he said they would modern British literature.
The Shakespeare position
like somebody who has a spe
was
originally open for next
cialty in at least one of micro
year,
but the person that the
economics, industrial organi
department
had selected for
zation, international econom
the
job
turned
it down.
ics, public economics, and
Goldgar
said
that
the
current
experimental economics.
pre-doctoral
fellow,
Joy
Ochs,
Dana said the process is
will
stay
on
for
one
more
year
nearing completion, and the
to
fill
in
for
the
open
position.
search committee will be able
to announce the final deci The modern British litera
ture position will be open due
sions shortly.
The chemistry depart to rejection of tenure for a
ment is looking to fill one current department member.
The bulk of the hiring
open tenure-track position in
process
in English takes
inorganic chemistry for next
place
around
the new year,
year. They are considering
since
the
MLA
convention
five finalists for the position,
takes
place
in
December.
four of which have visited
After
receiving
usually
campus already. The search
between
150
and
200
applica
should be complete within a
tions, the English depart
couple weeks.
Chemistry Professor Mary ment conducts follow-up
Blackwell is involved in the interviews with 10 to 20 can
process. Blackwell empha didates at the convention.
sizes one unique aspect to the For each position, three are
chemistry department's hir usually invited to campus for
in-depth
interview
ing process—the high level of an
process.
student involvement. The
The education department
chemistry departm ent con
continued from page 1
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Two incidents of intrud
ers in Trever student rooms
Two incidents have been
confirmed of people in Trever
I all awakening to a stranger
standing in their rooms. When
the students awakened fully,
the man left without causing
any conflict. One startled stu
dent described the visitor as an
average-sized, ‘scruffy’ man
with blond/brown hair. Though
this could describe several
hundred of the resi
dents at Lawrence, it
is also quite possible
that the visitor(s) may
not be part of the
Lawrence community.
The incidents are not
proven to be related,
and one was in a
male’s room, the other
in a female’s.
Dave Frye, Trever’s resi
dence hall director (RHD),
expressed his concern that the
two students whose rooms
were entered did not lock their
doors, and that all students
should remember to lock up
when they leave their rooms
and when they go to bed. It is
simple for anyone who doesn’t
have a star key to enter the
residence halls during daytime
hours when students may still
be sleeping. Also, students who
is also looking for a tenuretrack faculty member for the
2001-2002 academic year.
They are starting so far in
advance
because
their
requirements are narrow and
it will be difficult to fill the
position,
according
to
Professor Stewart Purkey.
The position will open up
because Professor Ken Sager
plans on retiring next year.
The department is looking for
a generalist, but does need
someone who is able to teach
the "Psychology of Learning"
class. Purkey said he is "par
ticularly interested in this
person being an exemplary
teacher." In addition to that,
state requirement mandates
that the new faculty member
must have some experience
teaching
in
secondary
schools.
Purkey said, "It will be
difficult to fill the position,
because Ph.D.s in education
al psychology are not likely to
have been teachers." He also
notes that such candidates
are often more interested in
working at large research
universities.
The education department
may bring candidates to cam
pus yet this year, but may
also wait until next year.
They will be reviewing appli
cants until the position is
filled.
The conservatory of music
is also in search of new facul
ty. They are looking for a vio
lin professor, a music histori
an, and a music theory profes
sor. The theory professor posi
tion has recently been
announced, but the search
committee is currently in the
process of screening applica
tions for the other two posi
tions.

lose their keys should notify
their RHD as soon as possible
so that the keys can be
replaced, and students can lock
their doors.
E-mail and world wide
web service unavailable
Beginning on the afternoon
of Wednesday, Feb. 9 and con
tinuing until the Lawrentian
went to press on Thursday
afternoon, incoming e-mails to
many
Lawrence
accounts could not be
accessed. E-mail was
received
slowly
throughout Thursday
morning. The world
wide web service was
effectively down as
well, including access
from on-campus com
puters to the university web
site. Some students were able
to access existing e-mail files
and select off-campus websites
though with some difficulty.
Apparently the problems
began around 4:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. Student employ
ees at computer services were
unable to address the problem
Wednesday night.
Computer services does not
believe that these difficulties
are the result of the new
Firewall.
In order to apply for the
violin studio professor posi
tion, candidates must first
send in a full resume, recom
mendations, and recordings of
their work. After calling the
writers of recommendations
and listening to the record
ings, the search committee
narrows the number of appli
cants and interviews the
remaining ones on the tele
phone.
Eventually, three are cho
sen for an on-campus visit.
While on campus, the appli
cants give private lessons and
m aster classes, as well as
meeting with the President,
the deans, the search commit
tee, faculty members, and stu
dents. Applicants for the posi
tion are also required to play
a recital and perform with the
faculty
chamber
music
ensemble. The application
process for the music history
and music theory positions is
just like the process for other
academic positions.
When the hiring process is
nearly complete, there is an
element of "gamesmanship,"
said Professor Cook. A depart
ment will offer its first choice
an offer, and usually expects a
response within ten days. The
candidate likely has other
prospects, and may ask for
more time to decide.
It is a gamble for a depart
ment to grant an extension,
for if the first offer is rejected
after too long, it may be too
late to send an offer to the sec
ond choice. Sometimes it does
not work out, as in the case of
the English department's
search earlier this year. But,
usually, departments are able
to hire candidates who satis
factorily meet their require
ments.
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‘R ela y for L ife’ a race for aw areness, support
by

J o n a h N ig h

----------------- S t a f f W r ite r

This year alone, nearly 1.4
million people in the United
States will be diagnosed with
cancer, and about 560,000 are
expected to die of it. According
to the National Cancer
Institute, cancer is responsible
for one out of every four deaths
in the U.S. and encompasses
more than 100 different dis
eases.
Whenever someone is pre
sented with numbers as stag
gering as these, the initial
response is "What can I do? I'm
only one person." Fortunately,
Lawrentians have an excellent
opportunity to contribute to the
fight against cancer in the form
of Relay for Life.
On Feb. 26, in the Buchanan
Kiewit Recreation Center from
8 a.m-4 p.m., Lawrence will
host its second annual Relay for
Life, an event initiated through
the efforts of Erika Lindwall
and a small coordinating com
mittee consisting of Lawrence
students and an American
Cancer Society liaison.
This important event raises
money for the American Cancer
Society where it will be used for

research, education, and pre
vention efforts. Students who
are interested must sign up
with a team at the Lawrence
University Volunteer and
Community Service Center
(x6644) or by coming to the
office (located behind the
Information Desk in the
Union.) Each team provides a
$150 registration fee, usually
donated by the group forming
the team (e.g. a sorority or hall
council). Then each member (815 people) must raise $100 in
pledges typically collected from
friends, family, professors, or
anyone else who wants to sup
port this cause. Then from 8
a.m.-4 p.m. a member from
each team walks, runs, or even
dances around the track in the
recreation center.
"The day is spent in celebra
tion of hope with bands, games,
massages, team banner mak
ing, food, and much more. Most
people stay for much longer
than the time they signed up
because they have so much
fun," says Lindwall, Relay for
Life committee chair.
At this event students can
also purchase balluminaries,
helium-filled balloons with the
American Cancer Society logo

and an attached card filled out
in honor or memory of someone
with cancer, for $5 each. During
the event (at noon) there is a
balluminary ceremony where
the lights are dimmed and the
track is lined with the ballumi
naries.
Lawrence students then
speak about their connections
to cancer in a ceremony that is
emotional and quite touching.
Although there are other col
leges that host relays,
Lawrence University is the offi
cial relay site for Appleton. Last
year it raised $8,000 and won
an award for its fundraising
efforts as a first-time relay. It
hopes to raise $12,000 this year.
Relay for Life does more
than just raise money.
"Awareness events are really
important in promoting early
detection habits and healthy
lifestyle choices that could
decrease one's chances of get
ting cancer," says Jennifer
Gilchrist, Publicity co-chair.
If you are interested in this
event please contact the
Volunteer Center at x6644.
Everyone is invited and will be
welcomed in this gathering of
hope and support.

Sesshu Sessions
by

A l l is o n A u g u s t y n

A r ts & E n t e r t a in m e n m t E d it o r

"Sesshu" is both the name
of a famous Japanese painter
and also of the latest band to
play the Lawrence campus.
Comprised of band members
Ryan Young, M att Vollmer,
and Ryan Poulson (with
guest Phred Beattie on key
board), Sesshu played the
coffeehouse last weekend to
an attentive audience and
will play again in the near
future. I met with Ryan
Young to discuss the band
and a little of its history.
Although the three boys
have played together since
the age of twelve, the band
w asn't
formed
until
December
of
1998.
Originally, the group intend
ed to be a studio band only,
as each member lives in a
separate part of the state,
making it difficult to meet.
In December of 1999, they
joined to record an album
titled "111 Will or What You
Will" at the "Walls Have
Ears" studio in Milwaukee.
Then came the opportunity
to play at Lawrence, and the
band decided to go live.
Young wanted to create a
set list th a t would cover a
variety of material, yet keep
the show relatively short so
as not to bore the audience.
The set included titles such
as "Heraclitus' Sun Relit,"
"Recalcitrance
Later
Regretted," "Facetiousness
Offensive," and "The Sky is
Blue." Total running time
was just over forty-five min
utes, which left the audience
somewhat confused and the
band satisfied. "Who wants
to sit and listen to one band
play for two hours?" Young

asked.
Depends on the band.
Young was eager for honest
feedback to the session.
"Criticize us," he commanded
me with his deep voice.
Always happy to oblige.
Certainly the group had
some equipment and acoustic
problems. The reccurring
feedback was, as Young
admitted, a result of the
microphone being placed too
closely to his guitar amp. The
acoustics of the room made
the vocals difficult to hear,
let alone understand, and it
was hard to tell if the period
ic irregularity of the rhythm
was a result of reverb or lack
of timing. As many have
found, the coffeehouse's per
formance stage is actually a
hideous, maroon platform
that is far from workable for
most bands. Regardless of
instrum ent placement and
band set-up, sound problems
are frequent for most bands.
Apart from the technical
problems, Sesshu's music
offers a loose and mellow
sound th at works if the set
pieces periodically contrast.
Because I had previewed "111
Will," I expected a different
sound than was presented. I
found some of the songs to
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Polly’s: Good food,
but not great food
by

E li S a l e m b ier

--------------------- S t aff W r ite r

If you get done with a meal
at a restaurant and say to your
self, "Self, that was the best
damn [fill in the blank] I have
ever eaten," then you have
either paid a lot of money or
you have stumbled onto a rare
find.
It is hard to find a restau
rant, even among the classier
joints, that serves food that is
interesting and excellent in
quality. In the class of restau
rants that are not too cheap but

an appropri
ate side dish
for everyone
or for every
entree. This
is, however, a
strenuous test
to put to a
restaurant and it is not surpris
ing that most fail. It takes a lot
of work in the kitchen to pre
pare a wide variety of side dish
es and usually results in raised
prices. I am not being overly
cynical in my reviewing. Polly's
is a great place to eat. It is just
not the brightest bulb in the

......

sound similarily depressing,
yet the band surprised me
with the difficulty and ener
gy of their music. Young's
vocals reminded me of early
Radiohead, and blended well
with Vollmer and Poulson, as
they matched the pace with
their steady backup. The
band played well, and the
addition of Phred Beattie
helped unify their sound.
Despite my constructive
criticism, Sesshu was enjoy
able and promising. They
already have devoted fans on
campus asking for more
music. "We wanted to get
asked back," said Young,
"And we did. We're going to
play sometime in the next
month or so." Young is excit
ed about the prospect of more
feedback: "People will tell
you you're good because
they're nice to you and you
don't know how genuine they
are. But you know with
whom the ladies were talking
after the show. That's me,
Ryan Young, Ladykiller.
Breaker of Hearts." He’s also
the lead singer of Sesshu.
You can catch him and the
rest of the kids when they
open for "Bright Eyes," a
band coming to campus early
this spring.

Uhe computers? Want
money? Be the
Lawrentian s webmaster.
Call X6768 or send an e-mail to
lawrentlan@lawrence.edu

Polly's is located on the comer of Washington St. , next to the Apollon and across
the street from the Appleton Public Library and the bus station.
photo by Clara Muggli

not too expensive (about $12-16
for an entree) it is often good
food that is prepared well but is
not memorable. Sure, it will
keep you from starving to death
but so will oatmeal and oat
meal is a lot cheaper. If you
take the time and spend the
money to go out with someone,
don't you want the experience
to be memorable? Not only the
company but the food as well.
Right? Polly's, located one block
north of College Ave. across the
street from Nakashima’s, does
not offer anything innovative.
It is, however, one of the only
restaurants in its class close to
campus.
The real test of a truly
classy restaurant is in the side
dish. A very classy place has a
different side dish for each
entree—a side dish that com
plements the food it is sitting
next to and provides variety
among menu items. It is hard
to find a place like this but once
you are in one you can tell that
the chefs know what they are
doing. Polly's failed this test.
Although garlic mashed pota
toes are good and rather versa
tile I can't say that they make

chandelier.
Polly's has a very laid back
atmosphere. The dimly lit din
ing room is full of plants and
wooden parrots. I sat at a table
in the comer of the restaurant,
snug in a little cubby surround
ed by glass that looked out onto
the street. Jazz played softly in
the adjacent bar and the ambi
ence urged one to talk of one’s
personal life (or the lack there
of). It was not very crowded and
the waitress was knowledge
able about the food being
offered and quick to serve. It
was the type of place where you
don't feel rushed. This was a
welcome feeling after five
weeks of winter-term stress.
In short, the atmosphere is
nice and the food is reasonably
priced, of good quality and
large portions. Polly’s makes
for a pleasant dining experi
ence. The short walk from cam
pus is definitely worth your
time over this mid-term read
ing period. Enjoy, and remem
ber, never salt your food before
tasting it. It’s an insult to the
chef.
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Committee plans union renovation
j _______________ b y K a t e C q n g d q n

77ie following is a reprintt
from Volume CVI, No. 20 of
the Lawrentian which riginally ran on Friday, April 21,
1989
Described by Dean of
Students Chuck Lauter as a
building that "is bursting at
its seams," the Memorial
Union and its renovation and
expansion were the subject of
a report submitted to
President Warch last Friday.
The report, prepared by the
Memorial Union Program
Development
Committee,
contains recommendations
for a proposed program of
facilities and services to be
provided in the union.
Originally built in 1950,
the Memorial Union was
designed to serve as the cen
ter of both social and organi
zational activities. The report
cites the over 30 percent
growth of the university and
the need for more space for
organizations and university
programming (i.e. lectures,
concerts, dances, and variety
shows) as the reason for an
expansion and renovation of
the Memorial Union.
Lauter, who leads the
Committee, described the
insufficient capacity of the
building. "We've felt for a long
time that the union was too

small,:"
says
Gregory
Fahlund, Vice President for
Development and External
Affairs. Fahlund notes that
many student organizations
were forced to meet in not
very ideal quarters, and as a
result, a lot of those organiza
tions don’t operate as well as
they should."
Although many campus
organizations meet in the
Memorial Union, none of
them maintain office space
there and most keep records
and store supplies in other
on-campus locations, usually
Raymond House. Usage fig
ures for Riverview Lounge in
1987-88 examined by the
committee reveal that multi
ple use of the space for groups
and programs averages 3
times a day.
A permanent headquar
ters for campus groups would
alleviate storage problems
and scheduling conflicts.
Bringing
organizations
together also allows the
groups, as Lauter suggests, to
"help and serve one.another.
Ideas that one group has to
provide good spin-off and
cross-fertilization for another
group."
In addition to organiza
tional interests, the panel

also considered individual
and programmatic needs.
Equally important was the
role of the Memorial Union in
" p e rm ittin g /e n c o u ra g in g
interaction of all members of
the university community."
With an eye to limited
space and and budget as well
as future needs, the commit
tee's propositions also stress
"flexibility of facilities and
furnishings." To address the
different types of needs, the
program breaks down the
union into four areas or
"suites": organization, ser
vices (store, info desk, com
puter
center),
peformance/activity,
and
lounging/social/recreation
with food service.
These four areas follow
roughly the current set-up of
the Memorial Union, but also
represent expansions or addi
tions to the current building.
Accesibility to the spaces with
in the building, staffing con
cerns, external lighting, and
other areas were also covered
briefly in the report.
More specific plans for the
renovation and expansion of
the Memorial Union await
the selection of an architect.
Lauter predicts that the
choice of an architect may be
confirmed at the Board of
Trustees in October 1989. If
this happens, the project may
begin in the spring of 1990.
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R e sid e n tia l L ife rep ort
targets M em orial U n io n
by

Evan W

yse

E d it o r -In -C hief

According to the Interim
Report of the Task Force on
Residential Life, in 1988
President Warch directed
the
Memorial
Union
Program
Development
Committee to evaluate the
Memorial
Union.
Substantial plans for the
renovation of the union were
developed, but were subse
quently shelved in favor of
projects with higher priori
ty. Some of the major pro
jects since the release of the
report have been the com
pletion of W riston Art
C enter in 1989, Shattuck
Hall of Music in 1991, a ren
ovation of the chapel in
1993, the dedication of
Briggs Hall in 1997, and the
science building currently
under construction.
The task force indicated
th at in the more than ten
years since then Dean of
Students Charles Lauter
described the union as
“bursting at its seams,” the
need for stu d en t m eeting
and gathering space on cam
pus has only increased.
Many of the concerns
enum erated in 1989 were
echoed by the Residential
Life Task Force’s interim

report. A major concern with
the current union is still the
lack of group meeting space.
According to the recent
interim report, Lawrence’s
lack of spending on campus
centers and common meet
ing areas has put the univeristy at a disadvantage
when compared with other
residential colleges.
Associate
Dean
of
Students Paul Shrode said
th at some renovations had
been made to the union
since 1989, including the
LUCC Conference Room, the
Viking Room cooler, and the
game room. He also indicat
ed th a t the union plans had
not been so much forgotten
as put into a long-range
plan in which they were not
top priority.
The task force has a
renewed com m ittm ent to
the project outlined in the
late 1980s. The Interim
Report concludes, “it is clear
th a t a new or substantially
renovated campus center is
essential to enhance the
quality of student residen
tial life at Larwence” and
th a t a recommendation for a
new or renovated center will
be included in the final
report of the R esidential
Life Task Force.

Last Weekend’s ORC House performance a success for
the Committee
by

T o m S h r in e r

-------------------- S t aff W r iter

L ast S aturday night,
partygoers at the Outdoor
Recreation Club House wit
nessed a performance of a
stunning three and a half
hours of funk music. The
Committee, consisting of
Josh Vande Hey (tenor-sax),
Ja re d Thomas (alto-sax),
Kyle Simpson (trum pet),
Kyle Struve (drums), Dylan
Jones
(electric
guitar),
Andre C hanine (electric
piano), and Dan Asher (bass
guitar) played the continu
ous, yet never laborious, set.
This first performance of
the Committee’s new line-up
was m et w ith universal
audience approval.
The performance was
quite well attended. There
is no question th a t almost
every single one of these
attendees had a wonderful
time.
The set consisted partly
of solidly performed cover
tunes. They ranged from
classic funk numbers like
"Pick up the Pieces," "Mercy,

Mercy, Mercy," "Watermelon
Man," and "Move on Up," to
the much more contempo
rary "G’s and H ustlers,"
w ritten by Snoop Doggy
Dogg. While these tunes got
the audience moving, the
three long, exploratory
im provisations th a t the
Committee also performed
induced a heretofore-unattained level of chaotic and
delirious dancing and shout
ing.
These jam s dem onstrat
ed the group’s unique and
vital quality. With the
A s h e r-S tru v e -C h a n in e
rhythm section pounding
away, locked into mathematically-precise, yet titillatingly funky grooves,
Jones and the horn players
were free to astonish the
crowd with dexterous, yet,
apart for a couple of glorious
occasions,
restrained,
melodic lines.
Jones’s fret board (or
rather, his fingers upon it)
proved to be a large focal
point of the night. He played
with effortless speed and
flashiness, provoking many

spectators to scream his
Christian name throughout
the evening. Another recipi
ent of accolades was
Chanine, who stepped to the
fore a t multiple moments
w ith tonally adventurous
lead electric-piano work.
Asher’s virtuoso bass solos,
as always, were astounding,
though the slippery tones of
his fretless bass, which was
in the shop at the time, were
sorely missed.
The biggest surprise of
the night, however, was the
work of the three horn play
ers. During the free jams,
Vande Hey would improvise
a shimmering and infectious
melody. He would play this
melody one or two times by
himself. By the third pass,
he would be joined by
Thomas and Simpson with
an intense and immediate
harmonic precision. Given
th a t their work was sponta
neous, this repeated feat
was especially b re a th tak 
ing. The jams carried the
listener through relatively
quiet,
groove-oriented,
spacey, psychedelic textures

as well as through frenzied
ensemble climaxes. Though
the im provisations would
often continue for more than
twenty minutes, they never
grew boring. Struve kept
them moving w ith drive,
gusto, and seemingly end
less energy.
G u itarist Dylan Jones
provides insight into the
energy th a t was exhibited
th a t evening: "We totally
dug the crowd. The audience
is where all the energy came
from—th a t’s the best thing
about playing. People were
crazy. I even got a back mas
sage during one of my
solos," he laughs. "I don’t
know quite how th a t hap
pened, but it was th a t kind
of thing th a t kept us going
strong.
"I really got into the
jam s," Jones continues.
"One of them th a t Josh
[Vande Hey] started sound
ed like some kind of mad,
H ungarian dance. We’re
really looking forward to
performing again."
The Committee will per
form again soon. The

funksters are scheduled to
perform on Sunday, Feb. 20
at the Underground coffee
house. Rumors abound,
however, th a t the band
might switch the time of the
concert to the preceding
Saturday night, in the hopes
of including a jam session
w ith jazz great Kenney
G arrett, who will be visiting
campus a t the tim e. No
member of the band could be
reached for definite word on
the validity of these rumors
at the time of this article’s
submission.
As still funk-hungry
hordes of partygoers spilled
out of the ORC House, they
brought th eir peaceful senti
m ent and joyous sm iling
with them. Ejaculations and
interjections
like
"Amazing!" and "I still can’t
believe how tig h t they
were!" could be easily over
heard, as everyone w an
dered back to his or her
home. One excited young
gentlem an exclaimed, "I
finally feel like I go to a real
college!"
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Threat of internet taxation Concert>goers should observe
calls for action ------------- basic courtesies -----------------by

C

am eron

---------------------------

K r a m l ic h

M a n a g in g E d it o r

Although the issue of
Internet taxation may seem
far away in Appleton,
Wisconsin, the effects of
electronic commerce are
restructuring our economy
to a degree th a t any higher
transaction costs would
greatly inhibit American
economic growth in this new
century. Last summer I
worked
helping
new
Internet companies prosper
and saw first hand the
extent to which the Internet
and related technologies are
keeping inflation down and
growth high.
It has come to my atten
tion th a t several bills will
soon come to the House in
an effort to tax Internet
access, e-mail, and com
merce. If passed, these bills
would have a stifling effect
on the American economy
and especially those areas
with high-technology indus
tries. An Internet access tax
would be regressive because
the people who can least
afford Internet access would
be hit. Affluent users who
could afford DSL/Cable
Modem service are exempt

from carrier fees by the
nature of their technology.
Less affluent people who
must use older analog tech
nology and free internet
providers would be forced to
pay the fee. The effect of a
per e-mail charge, as pro
posed in House bill 602P,
would not only significantly
restrict free speech, but
force Americans to use off
shore ISPs hurting the
American Internet technolo
gy industry. The economic
costs of changing email
addresses could significant
ly hurt the competitiveness
of our fastest growing indus
tries. Internet sales taxes
would increase transaction
costs and encourage e-com
merce companies to incorpo
rate outside of American
jurisdiction depriving the
American government of
both sales taxes and corpo
rate income taxes. The
Internet has thrived despite
government
interference
and it would be a shame if
the House stifled its growth.
I encourage everyone to
learn more about this issue
and petition your congress
man to support a free
Internet.

S t a f f E d it o r ia l

On any given weekend
Lawrence University can
boast an impressive array of
recitals, presentations, and
concerts by everyone from stu
dent performers to worldrenowned concert artists and
everything in between. We are
able to enjoy these perfor
mances in high-quality perfor
mance spaces like the chapel,
Harper Hall, and Stansbury
Hall to name a few. We have
the opportunity, in other
words, to enjoy the best of
artists in some of the best of
circumstances. Recently how
ever, these circumstances have
been consistently marred by a
somewhat trivial yet complete
ly annoying source. There has
not yet this year been an
orchestra concert that has not
been interrupted by a chorus
of chirping digital watches if
the concert dared to last for an
hour or more. The last convo
cation featured an extremely
loud and disruptive electronic
noise in the middle of Dr.
McPherson's lecture. The tran
quility of a recent student
piano recital was violated by at
least twenty seconds of a cell
phone ringing before the

H ard line on soft m oney
by

S t a ff W r it e r

(U-WIRE) BOSTON—
M assachusetts Voters for
Clean Elections, along with
conservative
syndicated
columnist
Arianna
Huffington, threw ballot
boxes filled with "dirty
money" into Boston Harbor
Tuesday, protesting political
campaigns dominated by cor
porate "soft money" contribu
tions.
Bravo. For too long, citi
zens have had a vastly
unequal influence on their
own legislators because of
businesses and special-interest groups shoveling millions
of dollars into political cam
paigns. In an era where elec
tions are becoming more and
more expensive, politicians
are forced to rely on what
amounts to bribery to stand a
chance of winning.

A few candidates, such as
Arizona Sen. John McCain,
have rallied against these
practices, and this is com
mendable. But politicians
who do so are few and far
between, and even McCain's
record in the Senate on cam
paign finance issues is far
from stellar.
The only realistic solution
is for Congress to pass a law,
which would no doubt be
much to its members' cha
grin, banning "soft money"
contributions. This practice,
in which people give massive
contributions to political par
ties or political action com
mittees, which then distrib
ute the money to campaigns
without
disclosing
the
money's source, is undermin
ing politics.
Opponents of such a law
claim th at limiting the
amount of money individuals

can donate or barring certain
manners of giving money to
politicians infringe upon free
speech.
Nothing, however, could
be further from the truth.
Freedom of speech does not
give a person or group the
right to make their speech
more influential in elections.
It is common sense that a
politician will listen more to
someone who wants to give
$5,000 to a future campaign
than to a citizens who might
give one vote. The motto
behind campaign finance
reform, "one man, one vote,"
should be law. Constituents
should have an equal say,
whether they are rich or poor,
powerful or not. Only then
will Americans regain the
tru st in their government
that is vital to a functioning
democracy.

The Lawrentian seeks
sports writers and a
sports editor who didn't
cry during "For Love of
the dame* or "Tuesdays at
Morrie's,*
Contact us at our
office at 832-6768*

owner could manage to shut
the thing off.
These are just a few of the
doubtlessly numerous abuses
of the sanctity of public perfor
mance to which audiences and
performers alike have been
subjected in recent months.
Most obnoxious about this
phenomenon is that it is com
pletely avoidable. There is no
cell-phone in existence that
can't be silenced, no watch
that can't have its hourly
chime turned off, and no chirp
ing electronic pet or game that
has any business in the con
cert or lecture hall. It is noth
ing more than laziness that
allows these interruptions to
occur, yet they persist and
with unnerving frequency.
This editorial will not, in all
likelihood, suffice to make any
direct change in this situation.
If it is carelessness that allows
people to leave these devices
on, it is not likely that many
will recall this censure. It is
also unlikely that this paper's
readership represents the
majority of those who cause
this problem. However, there
are a few things both audience
members and the university

could do to help prevent these
annoying and entirely avoid
able interruptions from contin
uing. The university should
post signs in the chapel lobby
reminding audience members
to turn off their digital watch
es, pagers, cell-phones, and
any other noise-making elec
tronics. Just before each per
formance, the stage manager
could remind the audience a
final time to turn off their
noisemakers or leave them in
the lobby or their cars.
If this is not sufficient, then
the audience itself must take
action. Audience members
should, if they can do so in a
quiet manner or after a perfor
mance, express their displea
sure to those who manage to
ignore the first two reminders
of common courtesy. Shame
and public humiliation may
prove the most effective reme
dies for this particular afflic
tion. It is silly that these triv
ial conveniences should be able
to so egregiously disrupt per
formances on this campus
when the solution is no more
than a little reminding and
perhaps a bit of conspicuous
public scorn.
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W h at's

Fame and Barleycorn
BY

T aso n G u b b e ls

For those who already
know the story of Jack
Kerouac—his slow retreat
from ebullient chronicler of
the Beat Generation to para
noid drunk living with his
mother—this second edition
of Kerouac's correspondence
comes not as a shock but as
confirmation of the sadness of
Jack's last years. Extending
from 1957, the year "On the
Road" was published, until
1969, when he died in Florida
of acute alcoholism at 47, it
captures Jack at his best and
worst. To read these highly
personal letters is to gain an
insight into Kerouac the
artist and biographer, a
writer who took his work very
seriously even if almost
nobody else at the time did,
and to see also a troubled
man crying out for help and
support, none of which he
would actually accept when it
was offered. Over forty years
after
"On
the
Road,"
Kerouac's influence on the lit
erary world is undeniable,
and among the pages of this
collection are insights into
both Jack as artist and
human.
We are fascinated by the
letters of artists because they
allow us a peek underneath
their carefully crafted stories.
All their personal fears,
eccentricities, and prejudices
are laid bare, revealing more
about the artist as a person
than any interview or biogra
phy ever could. Then, too, let
ters can also offer a departure
from published writing styles,
allowing insights into the
development of technique
(take Hemingway, for exam
ple, whose wild, excited let
ters differ markedly from his
restrained, carefully-crafted
prose; or Joyce, who wrote
innumerable sexually explicit
letters to his wife, asking her
to do the same for him). As in
the case of Joyce, we at times
feel guilty reading personal
material never meant to be
published. But in the case of
Kerouac, it is likely that he
wanted his letters to be pub
lished and in fact kept careful
records and copies of every
thing he sent for that express
purpose. W hat we find in
these letters, however, is not
a radical departure from the
prose style that made him
famous, but, rather, a direct
continuation of his published
and unpublished novels, mak
ing this collection resemble a
condensed and loosely struc
tured Kerouac novel.
One of the critiques about
Kerouac (now and then) is
that he rarely invented any
thing—his 'fiction' consists of
him printing his journals, for
all practical purposes. This is
true to the extent that all of
his characters and events are
based on Kerouac’s real
adventures. But to these reallife events, Jack brought two
important creative devices:

an original
prose style,
one
that
c a p tu re d
t

h
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rhythms of
t h o u g h t

and speech
and dragged the reader along
in its grip; and a unique, com
plicated
world-view—one
th at was deeply spiritual,
compassionate, hedonistic,
rebellious, and nostalgic. It is,
in fact, Kerouac's uncon-

rate and grow. The long,
warm letters to Neal Cassady
from "Volume One" are here
absent as Neal, distrustful of
being fictionalized as 'Dean
Moriarity' in "On the Road,"
refused to communicate any
more with the man who
helped make him famous. But
during these years, Kerouac
and Ginsberg grew even clos
er in spirit, although they
saw little of each other. Both
championed the other in print
and interviews, and Kerouac

“S e le c te d L e tte r s o f
J a c k K erouac”

edited by Ann Charters
514 pages
Viking Press

trolled nostalgia that sepa
rates him from other Beat
writers—not for the sloga
neering of his friend Allen
Ginsberg or the anarchy of
William Burroughs. And all of
these unique qualities can be
found in the pages of this
book, for Kerouac used his
correspondence as 'warm-ups'
to novels. In several of his
sprawling letters to friends
Ginsberg, Neal Cassady, and
Gary Snyder, one can see
Jack going over his past
adventures, re-creating and
re-interpreting them as he
psyches himself up for one of
his legendary all-night typing
sessions. The reader can see
just how much of Kerouac's
fiction was taken directly
from real life—and how much
grief this technique caused.
For this book is also
insightful into Jack the strug
gling writer, starving and
poor, desperate to be pub
lished but also highly protec
tive of his work. Letters
between Jack and both his
agent, Sterling Lord, and his
publishers reveal how jeal
ously he guarded his ink, sure
of his intent and often unwill
ing to change a single word.
In one remarkable letter to
his editor in June of 1958,
Jack outlines carefully some
of the proposed changes to his
new novel "The Dharma
Bums," and explains why
they should or should not be
made. The scattered commas,
dropped punctuation, seem
ingly illogical use of lan
guage—all were part of
Kerouac's grand design, a
point which may surprise
those who buy into Jack's
'Spontaneous Prose' method,
which called for absolutely no
revision when writing and
suggests luck rather than
craft was behind Jack's nov
els. But the letters suggest
th at there was more to
Kerouac than a drug-fueled
'typer,' to paraphrase Truman
Capote.
It is also fascinating to see
Jack's relationships with his
fellow Beat writers deterio

also served as a guiding light
for up-and-coming experi
mental writers, doing his best
to get them published in
small poetry reviews and
magazines. One sees in the
correspondence
th at
Ginsberg, more than anyone
else at the time, fully appreci
ated Kerouac's talents, and in
a series of warm letters to
him, Jack acknowledges that
Ginsberg is right in assuming
that Kerouac's experimental
work is being ignored in favor
of the stereotypical 'Beat'
writing. And this is perhaps
what most upset Jack in
these years—his pigeonholing
as a Beat writer, his subjects
the road, jazz, drugs, and
nothing else. In fact, Jack
was an extremely experimen
tal writer whose wilder prose
experiments have yet to be
appreciated. Beat writing
reflects only a small fraction
of his total output—indeed, it
might be more accurate to
label Kerouac as a regional
writer of Canadian-American
experience than of the Beat
Generation, for it is his child
hood and family which
informs and drives most of
his work, and indeed forms
the core of his planned
'Legend of Duluoz' series.
But at the same time, one
cannot read through these
letters without reflecting on
the waste of talent. The joyful
consumption of pills and
reefer in "Volume One" gives
way to Jack's long struggle
with the bottle, and the pages
are positively soaked with
booze. In letter after letter,
Jack reflects that his drink
ing is robbing him of his life
and artistic ambitions. "I
wonder if I screwed up my
chances," he broods to his edi
tor after a drunken night
which ended in Jack being
mugged and beaten. As the
1960s dawned, Jack stopped
writing, merely sending in old
manuscripts, unable to con
centrate on anything new. His
ambitions became loftier as
his ability to perform disap
peared. One telling letter to

Ginsberg sums it all up; he
had an idea for a play that he
wanted
produced
on
Broadway, and he tells
Ginsberg, "I have a hunch I've
re-done the American Theater
with this one," before he has
even typed a single word. The
play, like numerous other
ideas for movies and screen
plays and theater, was never
realized. As the ‘60s rolled on,
Jack found himself idolized
by the counterculture, a
group the highly conservative
Kerouac had little interest in.
He complains in 1959 to his
friend Stella Sampas that his
"name has become associated
with bearded beatniks with
whom I never had anything to
do at all," but he had even
less in common with the hip
pies. When he died in 1969,
he was largely forgotten,
washed up as both a writer
and a man.
Yes, his legend emerged
the day he died, and contin
ues to this day, but I feel that
Kerouac is still misunder
stood. There was much more
to his writing than Neal
Cassady and the road, and
there was more to his writing
style than a bottle of booze
and some good luck. With this
second volume of Kerouac's
letters, an important addition
has been made to our appreci
ation of Jack as a writer. It's a
sad chronicle, maybe even a
depressing one, but the joy,
warmth, and deep love of life
itself in the pages of this book
means that it is essential
reading for the Kerouac fan,
and strongly recommended
for any serious reader.

C L A S S IF IE D S
FR EE BABY BOOM
BOX
F u n d ra s ie r for s tu 
d e n t groups & o rg a n iz a 
tions. E a rn up to $4 p er
M astercard app. C all
for info or v isit our
w ebsite.
Q ualified callers
recieve a FR E E baby
Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext.
119 or ext. 125
www.ocmconcepts.com
Math Tutors Needed!
Paid evening positions
available. Appleton YMCA.
Call 739-6135, ask for Erin
or Timothy

Need some typing done?
Check my prices out!
991-2714
2 Pewter Elephant
Minatures to to highest
offer. Interested? Call
832-7809
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mitation and
Plagiarism in the 18th
Century," Bertrand Goldgar,
professor of English and John
Bergstrom Professor of
lumanities; Main Hall 109.
430 pun. G e n d e r
Studies and PRIDE present
"Method, Space, and Lumping
in Knowledge Organization and
Gender Studies," Joe Ifennis,
’98; Main Hall 401.
7 p.m.
E a t i n g
disorders: If It Is Not About
ood, What Is It About? presen
tation by Maureen Hill, clinical
dietitian from Rogers Memorial
iospital; Wriston auditorium
7p.m.
P r e m e d ic a l
Workshop: "Preparation and
Application Strategies for the
Professional
Schools—A
Commentary by Successful
Seniors"; Briggs 305.
8 pun.
Term II Play:
The Marriage of Figaro by
Beaumarchais, directed by
Vlark Dintenfass; Stansbury
Theatre. Adults $10, senior citi
zens/students $5.
FRIDAY, FEB. 18
7 p.m.
Hockey vs. MSOE; Appleton
Family Ice Center.
730 and 930 pun. O M
Film Series: The Truman Show;
Wriston auditorium. General
public $2, LU students free.
8 pun.
Jazz
Band
concert; Memorial Chapel.
8 pun.
Tferm II Play:
The Marriage of Figaro by
Beaumarchais, directed by
Mark Dintenfass; Stansbury
Theatre. Adults $10, senior citi
zens/students $5.
SATURDAY, FEB. 19
1 pun.
Student
recital: Shandra Feldthouse
clarinet; Harper Hall.
3 p.m.
Student
recital: Adam Diderrich, violin,
Douglas Wilber, cello; Harper
Hall.
3 pun.
Women’s bas
ketball vs. Beloit College
Alexander Gym.
5 pun.
Student
recital: Jared Carlson, cello
Martin Crabtree, violin; Harper
Hall.
5 pun.
Men’s basket
ball vs. Beloit College
Alexander Gym.
8 pun.
Tferm II Play:
The Marriage of Figaro by
Beaumarchais, directed by
Mark Dintenfass; Stansbury
Theatre. Adults $10, senior citi
zens/students $5.
8 pun.
Jazz
Series
concert: Kenny Garrett, saxo
phone; Memorial Chapel. Adults
$18 and $16, senior citizens $16
and $14, students $12 and $10,
LU students $7 and $6.
SUNDAY, FEB. 20
3 pun.
Concert Choir
concert, Richard Bjella, conduc
tor; Memorial Chapel.
6 pun.
Faculty
recital: Karen Leigh-Post, voice;
Harper Hall.
930 pun. C offeehouse
E n te rta in m e n t: The
Committee;
Coffeehouse
Memorial Union.
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"Figaro" a union of politics, literature,
and m usic
---------------------------_______________________ b y

C arol

h in z

Once upon a time, we all
took Freshm an Studies. And
before the end of the class,
we all read the libretto of
"The M arriage of Figaro."
And if we were feeling stu
dious, we also watched an
old video of the opera, pro
jected onto the screen at
W riston A uditorium
or
Stansbury Hall. The room
was warm and dark and
more than a few of us fell
asleep. We probably still
don’t know what we missed.
Well, now is your chance
for
redem ption.
"The
M arriage of Figaro" is com
ing to Lawrence twice this
term . "Twice?" you ask.
T hat’s right. On Thursday,
Feb. 17, Beaumarchais’ play,
"The M arriage of Figaro,"
opens. Beaum archais? A
play? There is more to the
story, Horatio, than you or I
ever learned in Freshman
Studies.
B eaum archais was a
jack-of-m any-trades
who
lived in 18th century
France. Before exploring his

skills as a playwright, he
served as both a watchmak
er and a harpist at the court
of Louis XV at Versailles.
"The Barber of Seville" was
his first dramatic success in
1775. This play began the
trilogy of plays featuring
the impish Figaro and the
ever-turbulent
Almaviva
household.
"The Marriage of Figaro"
is the second and most pop
ular play of the trilogy. It
was also the most controver
sial of the three plays; Louis
XV banned it for three years
due to rumors of its political
content. The play was final
ly performed in 1784 and
some
historians
have
argued th at it did, in fact,
fuel the class antagonism
which brought about the
French Revolution a decade
later. For all of its political
satire,
however,
"The
Marriage of Figaro" is above
all a comedy. Beaumarchais
drew upon the commedia
dell’arte tradition of fast
pacing and an emphasis on
physical comedy, and audi
ences today find it ju st as

funny as the audiences of
Beaumarchais’ own time.
After "The Marriage of
Figaro" was first performed
for wildly-enthusiastic audi
ences in France, it began to
spread throughout Western
Europe,
and
Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart decided
th a t he would w rite an
opera based on the play. He
worked with the librettist
Lorenzo da Ponte, who made
several slight alterations in
the characters, and also
elim inated much of the
play’s explicitly political
content. They had no desire
to face the censorship that
Beaumarchais had endured.
"The M arriage of Figaro"
was first performed as an
opera in 1786 and audiences
loved it ju st as much as they
had loved the play.
Mark Dintenfass, profes
sor of English, directs
Lawrence’s production of
what
is
affectionately
known in the conservatory
as the ‘Beau-Fig.’ Paul
Hurley and Erin Smith play
the roles of Figaro and
Suzanna and Jason Gubbles

and Anneliese DeDiemar
play
the
Count
and
Countess. The production
also features several guests:
the lighting director, Eric
Appleton,
hails
from
Chicago,
the
costume
designer, Kim Inisen, and
the choreographer, Betty
Ebben-Wimmer, a local
dancer.
Additionally,
Lawrence student Alaric
Rocha has composed a piece
of music th at Suzanne and
Cherubin perform as part of
the play.
At Lawrence, as in life,
the opera follows the play.
On March 1, two weeks
after the play, the opera
opens, directed by Bridget
Michaele Reischl (music
director) and Timothy X.
Troy (stage director). Among
other surprises, the opera
features a guest Figaro; look
for more information about
the opera in upcoming
issues of The Lawrentian. These two versions of
"The M arriage of Figaro"
are only rarely performed
together, hence this double
production presents a truly

unique
opportunity
for
Lawrence students, faculty,
and members of the larger
community. The production
also represents the coopera
tion of the conservatory, the
theater departm ent, and the
freshman studies program.
Freshm an studies director
Tim Spurgin states, "this is
an extraordinary opportuni
ty for student. ... Never in
our wildest dreams did we
ever imagine th a t we might
find a way for students to
see both a live performance
of the opera and the original
Beaumarchais play."
Freshm an studies might
have been our introduction
to "The M arriage of Figaro,"
but this year we have the
chance to see it as we’ve
never seen it before.
Once again, the Beau-Fig
runs on Feb. 17-19, will all
performances at 8 p.m. The
preview on Feb. 16 is also
open to the public. Tickets
are $5 for students and $10
for adults. Tickets for both
the play and the opera can
be
purchased
at
the
Lawrence Box Office.
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Askew recounts term in India
by

L in d s a y S h a w

-------------- F e a t u r e s E d it o r

One way to avoid senioritis is to spend a term in
another country. That is
exactly what senior Leslie
Askew did. She was one of
six Lawrence students to
experience India as an
exchange student. Askew
spent six months in Pune,
M ah arastra with a host
family.
When her plane landed
in Bombay, Askew's first
reaction was to the heat and
humidity of the city. She did
not feel culture shock imme
diately. "The first two weeks
in Bombay felt like a pre
dominantly Indian section
of a large city," explained
Askew. When Askew left
Bombay the culture shock
did set in. It w asn't the
absence of toilet paper th a t
affected Leslie; rather, she
was most affected by pover
ty and large income gap of
Bombay. "During the four
hour car ride to Puna I saw
a small naked boy sitting in
his feces next to a huge
Coca-Cola sign." Seeing the
poverty made Askew realize
th a t many Americans are
sheltered,
and
th a t
Americans do not think
about poverty. Askew elabo
rates on how the living con
ditions of the poor affected
her: "Just because people
don't live in acceptable liv

ing conditions does not
mean th a t they are not
human."
In Pune Askew took
classes at a university and
lived with a host family. Her
host mother was 63 years
old and spoke perfect
English. Askew said th a t
most Indians learn English
in school. She lived in a
large home, and her host
mother's son and his wife
lived
upstairs.
She
explained th a t this living
situation was a modern
adaptation to of a tradition
al joint family setting.
Askew had adventures in
India. One situation was
rather humorous. She and a
friend were standing in a
park watching a group of
monkeys.
A
woman
approached them selling
bananas. Leslie bought a
few bananas, and immedi
ately twenty monkeys s ta rt
ed chasing her. (She su r
vived
the
incident
unharmed, as did the mon
keys).
Another incident was
more serious. Askew was
w hite w ater rafting in
Nepal. She was camped on a
beach, and was sitting near
a bonfire. She put her hand
on the sand and a scorpion
bit her hand. She was terri
fied. "I began screaming,
and I was waiting to die." It
took seven men to kill the
scorpion. Leslie's hand

swelled, and she had to stay
awake. Unfortunately, she
fell asleep. Luckily, though,
she woke up and her tour
guide told her th a t she
would have died if she had
an allergic reaction to the
bite.
As far as academics are
concerned, Askew and other
students in the exchange
program spent third term
studying Indian culture and
M arati language. Askew felt
th a t the preparation was
valuable and effective. She
learned about gender roles,
film, dance, religion, and
society. There were also
mock situations. In India,
she continued her study of
Marati, and took courses in
literature, current politics,
architecture, and sociology.
Many of her classes were
taught by famous scholars
of India. O ther classes
available were
dance,
music, and yoga. But, Askew
admits, nothing can prepare
you for culture shock.
The shock lessened after
a while, and Askew admits
th a t she learned valuable
lessons because of it. "It has
given me a greater apprecia
tion of my life, and I realize
how privileged I am and
how people take their lives
for granted here. It is amaz
ing how trite some of our
worries are. There is much
more to life, and we should
be much more thankful."

CURRICULUM: committee plans new
gen. ed. requirements
continued from page 1
ture.
U nder the ten tativ e
plan, a class m ust meet
three precise criteria to
meet the w riting skills
requirem ent. The require
ment is modeled after the
Freshm an Studies course.
The three criteria include a
minimum of fifteen pages of
w riting, h alf the grade
based on w ritten work, and
some explicit instruction in
writing.
Some
members
of
Lawrence community have
expressed concern th a t
these criteria will not
include sensible classes.
Some have even alleged
th a t an English major
would have to take a psy
chology class to meet the
requirem ent.
Dean
Rosenberg refutes such
claims. Many English cours
es fulfill these w riting
requirem ents, as do many
classes in other d e p a rt
ments, he said.
The proposed w riting
requirem ents are sim ilar to
policies in place at compara
ble institutions across the
country. According to Dean
Rosenberg,
“there
is
absolutely nothing radical
about this idea.”
Closely associated with
the new w riting req u ire

ment will be the new speak
ing requirement. Although
the precise details of this
concept are not presently
articulated it will involve a
spoken portion of existing
classes, achieved through
presentations and more
public speaking. The impe
tus for this portion of the
new general education
requirem ents were com
ments made by alumni who
felt under-prepared for life
after Lawrence.
After
statem ents
allegedly made by a senior
faculty
member,
the
Lawrence U niversity cur
riculum committee’s plan to
revise academic standards
has become synonymous
with controversy.
The faculty member who
allegedly made these state
ments would not make any
comment to the Lawrentian
regarding the topic. Dean of
Faculty Brian Rosenberg
commented, “I believe th at
it is inappropriate for facul
ty to spend time in their
class articulating their view
of a draft proposal from the
curriculum committee.”
Although the delibera
tions of the committee are
not public, several open
meetings have occurred
with members of the
Lawrence community pro
viding commentary th a t has

Lawrence
Scoreboard

12 at 4:00 p.m. Adam LaVoy leads
with 22.7 ppg and Nate Leverence is
J. Mike Coghill is fourth in the conference
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Ripon this Saturday, Feb. 12 a t Alexander
Mindy Reuden and Betti Pollnow axe tied for
with 4.2 assists per game and Jenny
7.6 rebounds per game.
standings include all gam es report-

refined the thoughts of the
curriculum committee. The
OVERALL
LEAGUE
committee is still in the
13-2-0
Minn- Crookston 10-0-0
draft stage of its proposal
1 0 -1 1 -0
8 -2 -0
between a first and second
1 0 -1 1 -2
6 -6 -0
revision in th eir process.
3-15-1
2 -1 1 -1
Once a proposal is finalized,
1 -1 1 -1
i.
1 -8 -1
the committee will bring it
to a vote among faculty
members who m ust approve
the change.
The committee values
all statistics
student input. According to
Dean Rosenberg, “it is our
responsibility as a faculty to
•‘
** * ' “ *
Wrestling
listen to w hat students say
to us.” He added th a t the
At the Wheaton College Invitational on Feb. 4, Andy Kazik
student response to the pro took first place at 184 pounds. Reas Mueller placed second at
posals has been extremely 174 pounds. Scott Fischer placed sixth in the heavyweight
positive although students" division afid'Josh Lavik placed eight a t 125 pounds.
have provided fair criticism.
The proposal is currently
very prem ature. The com
mittee is far away from a
polished
proposal.
According to Stoneking,
“We’re still in the process of
receiving feedback from our
colleagues and students.”
The earliest any changes
could be in place is the fall
of 2001 for the class of 2005.
During the transition peri
od students who began their
education in the current
system will have the option
either to switch to the new
standards or keep their sta 
tus in the old system, so
A L a w ren ce s w im m e r d iv e s d u r in g th e W iscon sin P r iv a te C ollege
th a t the proposed changes
C h a m p io n sh ip s on J a n . 29.
will not take any students
photo by Lisa Weatherbee
by surprise.
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Askew recounts term in India
by

L in d s a y S h a w

-------------- F e a t u r e s E d it o r

One way to avoid senioritis is to spend a term in
another country. That is
exactly what senior Leslie
Askew did. She was one of
six Lawrence students to
experience India as an
exchange student. Askew
spent six months in Pune,
M ah arastra with a host
family.
When her plane landed
in Bombay, Askew's first
reaction was to the heat and
humidity of the city. She did
not feel culture shock imme
diately. "The first two weeks
in Bombay felt like a pre
dom inantly Indian section
of a large city," explained
Askew. When Askew left
Bombay the culture shock
did set in. It w asn't the
absence of toilet paper that
affected Leslie; rather, she
was most affected by pover
ty and large income gap of
Bombay. "During the four
hour car ride to Puna I saw
a small naked boy sitting in
his feces next to a huge
Coca-Cola sign." Seeing the
poverty made Askew realize
th a t many Americans are
sheltered,
and
th a t
Americans do not think
about poverty. Askew elabo
rates on how the living con
ditions of the poor affected
her: "Just because people
don't live in acceptable liv

ing conditions does not
mean th a t they are not
human."
In Pune Askew took
classes at a university and
lived with a host family. Her
host mother was 63 years
old and spoke perfect
English. Askew said th a t
most Indians learn English
in school. She lived in a
large home, and her host
mother's son and his wife
lived
upstairs.
She
explained th a t this living
situation was a modern
adaptation to of a tradition
al joint family setting.
Askew had adventures in
India. One situation was
rather humorous. She and a
friend were standing in a
park watching a group of
monkeys.
A
woman
approached them selling
bananas. Leslie bought a
few bananas, and immedi
ately twenty monkeys sta rt
ed chasing her. (She sur
vived
the
incident
unharmed, as did the mon
keys).
Another incident was
more serious. Askew was
white w ater rafting in
Nepal. She was camped on a
beach, and was sitting near
a bonfire. She put her hand
on the sand and a scorpion
bit her hand. She was terri
fied. "I began screaming,
and I was waiting to die." It
took seven men to kill the
scorpion.
Leslie's hand

ture.
U nder the
tentative
plan, a class m ust meet
three precise criteria to
meet the w riting skills
requirem ent. The require
ment is modeled after the
Freshm an Studies course.
The three criteria include a
minimum of fifteen pages of
w riting, half the grade
based on w ritten work, and
some explicit instruction in
writing.
Some
members
of
Lawrence community have
expressed concern th a t
these criteria will not
include sensible classes.
Some have even alleged
th a t an English major
would have to take a psy
chology class to meet the
requirem ent.
Dean
Rosenberg refutes such
claims. Many English cours
es fulfill these w riting
requirem ents, as do many
classes in other d ep art
ments, he said.
The proposed w riting
requirem ents are sim ilar to
policies in place at compara
ble institutions across the
country. According to Dean
Rosenberg,
“there
is
absolutely nothing radical
about this idea.”
Closely associated with
the new w riting require

ment will be the new speak
ing requirem ent. Although
the precise details of this
concept are not presently
articulated it will involve a
spoken portion of existing
classes, achieved through
presentations and more
public speaking. The impe
tus for this portion of the
new
general
education
requirem ents were com
ments made by alumni who
felt under-prepared for life
after Lawrence.
After
statem ents
allegedly made by a senior
faculty
member,
the
Lawrence U niversity cur
riculum committee’s plan to
revise academic standards
has become synonymous
with controversy.
The faculty member who
allegedly made these state
ments would not make any
comment to the Lawrentian
regarding the topic. Dean of
Faculty Brian Rosenberg
commented, “I believe that
it is inappropriate for facul
ty to spend time in their
class articulating their view
of a draft proposal from the
curriculum committee.”
Although the delibera
tions of the committee are
not public, several open
m eetings have occurred
with
members of the
Lawrence community pro
viding commentary th a t has
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ing how trite some of our
Lawrence face Ripon this Saturday, Feb. 12 at Alexander
worries are. There is much
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Carney is fifth in the league with 7.6 rebounds per game.
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refined the thoughts of the
curriculum committee. The
committee is still in the
draft stage of its proposal
between a first and second
revision in their process.
Once a proposal is finalized,
the committee will bring it
to a vote among faculty
members who must approve
the change.
The committee values
student input. According to
Dean Rosenberg, “it is our
responsibility as a faculty to
listen to what students say
to us.” He added th a t the
student response to the pro
posals has been extremely
positive although students
have provided fair criticism.
The proposal is currently
very premature. The com
mittee is far away from a
polished
proposal.
According to Stoneking,
“We’re still in the process of
receiving feedback from our
colleagues and students.”
The earliest any changes
could be in place is the fall
of 2001 for the class of 2005.
During the transition peri
od students who began their
education in the current
system will have the option
either to switch to the new
standards or keep their sta
tus in the old system, so
th at the proposed changes
will not take any students
by surprise.

Note: Basketball standings include all gam es report
ed through Feb. 8, 2000.
Hockey
LEAGUE
Minn- Crookston
Marian
MSOE
Northland
Lawrence

1 0 -0 -0

OVERALL
13-2-0

8 -2 -0

1 0 -1 1 -0

6 -6 -0

1 0 -1 1 -2

2 -1 1 -1

3-15-1

1 -8 -1

1 -1 1 -1

On Jan. 30 the Vikings defeated UW- Whitewater 3-2 and
on Feb. 6 they defeated Marquette 4-3.
Note: Hockey standings include all statistics
through Jan 29, 2000.
Wrestling
At the Wheaton College Invitational on Feb. 4, Andy Kazik
took first place at 184 pounds. Ress Mueller placed second at
174 pounds. Scott Fischer placed sixth in the heavyweight
division and'Josh Lavik placed eight a t 125 pounds.______

A L a w ren ce s w im m e r d iv e s d u r in g the W iscon sin P r iv a te C ollege
C h a m p io n sh ip s on J a n . 2
9
. _________ ____
p h o to by L isa W eatherbee
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